In the second half of 2014 the Manchester Institute of Biotechnology, based in Manchester (UK), hosted the first SupraBiology congress, an event attended by representatives of different academic institutions and industry based in both the UK and China. The congress was aimed to serve as a platform to discuss and promote potential collaborations between the UK and China on the subject of Systems Biology and High Performance Computing. The event, sponsored by the "BBSRC China Partnering Awards" and ISBE, was organised as a sequence of talks addressing the different aspects of Systems Biology that can benefit from High Performance Computing. A general discussion session followed where the scientific, technical, and logistic aspects of the prospected UK-China collaborations were examined.
INTRODUCTION
Systems Biology is an interdisciplinary field that studies the complex interactions occurring within biological systems, and how such interactions give rise to the emergent properties of life. Systems Biology deals with overwhelming amounts of data, harvested through different high-throughput techniques (e.g., proteomics, metabolomics, genomics). Because of the inherent complexity of living organisms -resulting from the tight interconnectedness of their components, Systems Biology needs to invoke modelling and systems theory so as to understand the mechanism of emergence. The challenge that Systems Biology rises to consists of discovering the principles that govern the behaviour of biological systems based on such corpuses of data of such complexity. This has profound implications in every biology-related field: from industrial production of biomaterials to personalized medicine to bioenergy.
Some important research-lines are today hampered by the lack of adequate computing power within the relevant institutions. The ability to solve advanced computation problems in an expendable time-scale makes high-performance computing (HPC) particularly appealing to systems biologists. Under this perspective, project collaborations between the two fields of Systems Biology and HPC can harvest the potential for a breakthrough in a number of very hot topics, both in academy and industry.
Systems Biology in Medicine
Hans V. Westerhoff (University of Manchester, UK)
The old paradigm of disease was molecule-oriented. The consensus was that any medical condition was ultimately ascribable to the malfunctioning of a single molecule. In recent years, Systems Biology has brought about a new paradigm, where the entire biochemical network has to be considered rather than the single components [1] . The concept of systems medicine is based upon this new perspective where the emergence of a condition has to be inscribed in a multi-factorial scenario. The target of a drug is now rightly understood as the entire biochemical network rather than a single molecule. This paradigm shift exposes us to a new level of complexity in medicine.
In the domain of systems medicine, personalized medicine aims to design drugs that are specific to individual patients (or at least classes of patients) [2] . To achieve such goal one line of research consists of creating a "person simulator" [3] able to produce a virtual twin of the patient, based on multiple biomarkers subject to individual variability. Such a virtual twin would then be used to predict and test in silico an array of drugs designed to elicit in the patient the desired effect.
The challenges of such a project are multiple:
The "virtual twin" implies a multi-scale approach where computer models of cells, tissues, organ and eventually the entire organism are integrated into one sole framework;
Although the topology of many biochemical systems (and indeed of essentially the entire metabolism of the human) is known, there is a substantial lack of knowledge about the dynamics of their behaviour and the parameter values that determine those dynamics;
The spatial location of different biochemical networks may play an important role, but this has not yet been investigated in the context of systems medicine;
Computing the effect of a drug on one individual and relating the result to the actual clinical outcome can test the model's prediction and lead to an improved model's parameterization. This then increases the predictive strength of the computation for a second individual. Because every new individual represents an experiment that can be used to test/train the models for all the already existing patients, the predictive strength of the computations will increase supralinearly. Hence, there is virtually no limit to the computer power that can be used sensibly here; any additional computer power will greatly enhance each individual prediction.
Andrew Narracott (University of Sheffield, UK) An important step toward the "virtual twin" is represented by the Virtual Physiological Human (VPH), which is being developed by the VPH Institute [4, 5] . While the many VPH projects target scales from organism to tissue, some integrate down to the molecular scale, with application in informing clinical practice and assisting medical doctors in decision-problem scenarios.
For example, if a patient suffers from stenosed coronary artery and needs a stent, what is the best location to implant the device? A complete examination to assess where to implant the stent is long, costly and unpleasant for the patient. Through a 3D representation of the blood vessels and using clinical information on blood pressure, the VPH can help to shorten the procedure and predict the best location for the implant, thus substantially lessening the cost and discomfort associated with a traditional exam.
The VPH can perform complex analysis on the human physiology over a range of physical and temporal scales. However the delivery time of truly informative models must be compatible with clinical time-scale. This means that for a truly personalized approach, HPC is required to deliver the volume of analyses required to consider multiple treatment strategies and parameter sensitivity assessment over large patient cohorts. Jacky Snoep (University of Manchester, UK)
The multi-scale factor and the interactions between different models are crucial aspects in personalised medicine. Attempts to address the issue of integrating models describing systems at a biochemical level have already been made. An example is provided by a study on malaria where mathematical models were constructed for the central carbon metabolism of the parasite (Plasmodium falciparum) and the infected red blood cell during the different life stages of the pathogen. These models are stored in JWS online, a repository of curated kinetic models which also provides tools for online simulations and analyses [6] .
Currently these models are being extended to the whole body level for a rat animal model and for simulation of glucose metabolism in malaria patients. This further step implies the integration and interactions of different hierarchical levels of organization. The resulting complexity faced when enlarging the scope of such mathematical models makes the resort to high computing power a very important if not decisive factor.
Peter Coveney (University College of London, UK)
The trend in biomedicine is to rely increasingly on computer modelling. For computer models to be profitably used in clinical practice, they need to deliver relevant predictions in a timely manner. The use of large-scale distributed computing is essential to ensure these requirements to be fulfilled.
HPC is already being used in some relevant research lines. A notable example is provided by drug discovery, where simulations of macromolecular interactions and quantifications of binding free energy are key [7, 8] . Such simulations are computationally very demanding, yet they must be reproducible to increase the statistical quality of their predictions. HPC resources are being used to meet this need in the study of the HIV protease system and the protein kinases in cancer treatment.
Another important area where HPC is applied is the study of brain blood flow. The HemeLB simulation environment, developed by the University College of London [9] , is capable of simulating large vascular networks with the aim of assisting clinicians in diagnosing the effects of aneurysms and choosing appropriate interventions. HemeLB runs on thousands of compute cores, this making a strong scientific case for the use of HPC in biomedicine.
Computational methods of Systems Biology
Pedro Mendes (University of Manchester, UK) It is fundamental in Computational Systems Biology to have reliable tools for the analysis of in silico representations of biochemical systems. Depending on the spatial scale considered and/or the level of detail of the model, different analysis may be put in place to describe/predict the behaviour of the underlying system. There are two main approaches that are used to create informative models of biological systems.
The "bottom-up" approach relies on the characterization of singular molecular interactions. In this case the behaviour of the system emerges as the result of the combined single events occurring in the network. Different software package are available today to perform analysis on models generated through a bottom-up approach. Copasi is one of the most popular in the Systems Biology community as it implements several analytical tools and has extensive support for parameter estimation and optimization [10] .
The "top-down" approach, in contrast, adopts a datadriven perspective and seeks to construct models from large scale 'omics data'. In this case, machine-learning methods and network theory are applied to infer the relevant properties that most affect or determine the behaviour of the system in a given set of experimental conditions. Both these two approaches can benefit from highperformance and parallel computing. One of the main issues in the bottom-up approach is the estimation of the model's unknown parameters. In general there is an infinite set of parameter values that can give rise to the same system's behaviour for a given condition. Many algorithms have been designed to estimate the most likely set of parameter values according to some biological criterion (see [11] for a recent review). All these algorithms however require a computing time that increases exponentially with the number of unknown parameters. Parallelizing such computation and making it run in a supercomputer would speed the process of parameter evaluation up to some order of magnitude. In the top-down approach, the size of the data routinely produced is such that big-data tools and methods, such as HPC, become increasingly necessary.
Neil Swainston (University of Manchester, UK)
The sequencing of entire genomes, their functional annotations and the vast knowledge already available about enzyme-reaction relationships allow computational systems biologists to generate reconstructions of largescale metabolic networks. Although a curated reconstruction implies an intensive, manual curation process, the generation of a first draft reconstruction is done automatically through web-services or client-based software packages [12, 13] . The automatic generation of a metabolic map can start either from prior knowledge of the pathways involved in the network (as in Path2Models [14] ), or just from the organism genome. In this latter case the computational requirements are much higher and potentially needing HPC.
These genome-scale reconstructions can be seen as a first step in the endeavour of creating fully-characterized large-scale kinetic models. Despite the lack of knowledge about the parameter values associated with each reaction in the network, such reconstructions can still prove informative. In fact they are widely used to understand the metabolic capabilities of the organism and identify which processes can or cannot be carried out based on the stoichiometry of network. This kind of analysis does not necessitate a high computing power, but it fails to capture the highly non-linear nature of the system's dynamics. On the contrary, to reach the goal of building and using a fully characterised kinetic model the use of HPC may likely be required with respect to two main issues:
Parameter estimation of the network; Dynamic simulation of one or more interacting genome-scale kinetic models.
Andrzej M. Kierzek (University of Surrey, UK)
The main challenge in producing fully characterised in silico representations of large biochemical systems is the experimental quantification of all the parameters involved in the underlying set of molecular interactions. When only a small subset of the parameters is known, a possible way around consists of integrating different modelling techniques. On the one hand Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) is already widely used to produce semi-quantitative predictions of cellular metabolic phenotypes on a genome-wide scale without knowledge of kinetic constants and molecular concentrations. On the other hand, stochastic and ODE-based kinetic models already exists for small portions of the biochemical network, for which the relevant parameters have been estimated. An important direction in which Computational Systems Biology is currently moving is the integration of different kinds of models that rely on different analytical approaches. The Quasi Steady State Petri Net (QSSPN) is a hybrid simulation algorithm developed by Andrzej Kierzek's group [15] . QSSPN integrates qualitative rule-based models, stochastic kinetic models, deterministic kinetic models and FBA models in one single framework. QSSPN allows for the iterative improvement of genome-scale networks by plugging in newly measured kinetic parameters thus increasing the level of detail of the model. QSSPN would greatly benefit from being implemented in a supercomputing environment with respect to three main applications:
Exploration of alternative molecular events in qualitative simulations leading to the same outcome;
Exploration of alternative parameter sets in hybrid models leading to the same predicted behaviour;
Support for large research communities performing simulations in an interactive online environment.
Chengkun Wu (University of Manchester, UK)
Apart from the bottom-up and top-down approaches aforementioned there is a third way that is being exploited to attempt the automatic reconstruction of biochemical networks. This alternative approach is based on textmining techniques and consists of automatically discovering and extracting relevant information from literature about the relationships between different factors pertaining to a given biological system [16] . These relationships may be very diverse in nature, from molecular interactions to causative events in the emergence of a medical condition. This approach turns out to be very useful, for example, when complementing other automatic techniques of model generation, such as in genome-scale metabolic reconstructions. Another application of largescale text mining aims to discover the molecular bases of different diseases and builds a comprehensive molecular interaction map of any disease or biological process of interest based on literature data.
Text mining requires significant computational resources but, by its nature, can be easily parallelized. Some tasks however may require months if applied on the whole corpus of the MEDLINE repository and all openaccess full-texts. That is why text mining would greatly benefit from harnessing the power of HPC.
Computational Biology for Industry
Steve Marciniak (SimCyp, Sheffield, UK) and Amin Rostami (Manchester Pharmacy School, UK)
The SimCyp consortium has developed a platform designed to conduct physiologically based pharmacokinetic modelling (PBPK) as well as pharmacokinetic/ pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) studies on virtual patient populations. This platform includes numerous databases containing human physiological, genetic and epidemiological information. By mapping single patients' clinical data against this corpus of information, the SimCyp Simulator allows for the prediction of PK/PD behaviour in 'real-world' relevant contexts [17] . Another benefit of using virtual populations instead of a single virtual human reference is that individuals at higher-than-average risk may be identified.
The platform is the result of an ensemble of models that have been developed since 2001. Each year the consortium identify an area where to focus R&D efforts. SymCyp exerts an important influence on regulatory agencies. The Food and Drug Administration, for example, now regards in silico simulations as a sound validation tool to inform decision-making policies [18] . The projections for 2020 show that many R&D activities in the pharma industry will occur in silico.
To enable the spread of the platform, while maintaining or even improving its performance, Grid and Cloud computing are key factors and represent a direction towards which SimCyp is interested to move. Janette L. Jones (Unilever, UK) Systems Biology is becoming an integral part of personal care product development in Unilever. The biochemical interactions between microbes and their human substrate needs to be understood in order to optimize product efficiency and safety. Today products are expected to satisfy higher and higher safety standard and this implies to also account for personal variability. As a consequence the underlying biological problem becomes extremely complex and brings about unprecedented challenges. Industry predicts that the integration of biological bigdata with Systems Biology analytical approaches will transform the way R&D is carried out in the next decade. Unilever has already adopted in silico modelling approaches. A multi-layered model of epidermis, for example, has been developed to allow in silico clinical trials for surfactant-induced skin damage.
To enlarge the scope of such models and also allow in silico analysis based on personal variability HPC is regarded as a promising area to direct and invest resources.
Douglas B. Kell (University of Manchester, UK)
In the development of new drugs, the system properties of the targeted biological network have to be considered with many respects. Although today there is rightly a big emphasis on putting the molecular drug target in the context of its interactome, the mechanism through which drugs enter the cells is usually overlooked. There is abundant evidence in literature that the uptake of drugs is carrier-mediated rather than 'passive' [19] [20] [21] . This implies that drugs enter the cells using carriers that are normally involved in the transport of natural metabolites. The identification of such carriers and the study of this competition mechanism is essential to understand how the drug intake affects the host. This is a Systems Biology problem of high relevance for the pharma industry. To address this problem it is necessary to create and analyse in silico representations of the underlying biochemical networks.
Not only network modelling, but molecular modelling of docking of drugs onto their transporters and then of course their integration, are complex enough to require supercomputing.
Computational Systems Biology in Education
Gerold Baier (SysMIC and University College of London, UK) Given the interdisciplinarity of Systems Biology it is pivotal to train a new generation of scientists who have an understanding of the computational tools and approaches available today in life science. SysMIC offers a comprehensive online course covering a wide array of mathematical, computational and engineering notions relevant to Systems Biology.
This educational platform is currently used by more than 700 UK-based researchers, mainly doctoral students and principal investigators, and is increasingly gaining the attention of bio-industry professionals. SysMIC has a modular structure comprehensive of basic skills, advanced skills and project-based work. The training approach consists of: (i) presenting a biological problem, (ii) providing the relevant computational knowledge to address the problem and (iii) making the student apply the learned techniques to carry out a proper solution strategy.
The institutions involved in SysMIC are the University College London, the Open University, the Birkbeck College and the University of Edinburgh.
Computational Biology on the Tianhe-2 Supercomputer
Shao-Liang Peng (National University of Defence Technology, Changsha, CHINA)
With high-throughput technology becoming more affordable each year, virtually every biology lab has the potential to become a big-data generator. Existing biology tools cannot cope with the rapid growth of data scale, as the figures are in petabytes. The need to handle and extract information from such an enormous amount of data leaves no doubt about the necessity to resort to highperformance computing.
China has emerged as an important player in HPC [22, 23] . Built by China's National University of Defence Technology (NUDT) in collaboration with the Chinese IT firm Inspur, Tianhe-2 is today the fastest supercomputer in the world [24] . With a peak speed of 55 petaflops, 1 petabyte of memory and 12 petabyte of storage capacity, Tianhe-2 can deal with computation-, memory-, and communication-intensive workloads.
Tianhe-2 is already used in computational biology applications, mainly related with sequence analysis/ assembly and genome wide annotation studies, and runs well-known bioinformatics software such as BWA, SOAP3-dp, SOAP-denovo 2, SOAP-fuse, SOAP-snp [25] [26] [27] [28] . Tianhe-2 staff can also design software solutions to make a given computational problem take full advantage of the computing power of the facility.
In the future, Tianhe-2 is expected to be open for online use to researchers based all over the world. Naiyang Guan (National University of Defence Technology, Changsha, CHINA)
The availability of HPC resources should not come at the expense of implementing well-designed algorithms to solve computationally demanding problems. In fact these two aspects (computing power and efficient algorithms) have to be used synergistically to obtain fast and reliable results. An example of such synergy is provided by the application of a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) solver on supercomputers. NMF is a dimension reduction method used to approximate a non-negative matrix by the product of two lower-rank non-negative matrices. This method is particularly suitable for microarray clustering, modular pattern discovery and noise-filtering of data. There exist many NMF algorithms, but they all suffer from at least one of the following drawbacks: (i) slow convergence, (ii) high computational complexity, (iii) numerical instability. The algorithm proposed by Dr. Naiyang Guan has proved to be much faster than previous approaches and has been used successfully in geneexpression clustering [29] . In particular NeNMF has proved to be superior to other representative NMF solvers in terms of efficiency as well as approximation accuracy. It also overcomes the numerical instability problem suffered by previously proposed algorithms.
DISCUSSION
How can Systems Biology benefit from supercomputing?
The following main areas related to computational biology were identified where HPC can be profitably applied:
Model construction; Model parameterization and sensitivity analysis; Extensive analysis of large biochemical networks; Integration of models at different spatio-temporal scales; Software development; Visualization of complex biological data; Accessibility of high-performance computing resources;
Computation of millions of individual virtual humans in concert.
Although there may be some overlap, the goals set in these macro-areas can greatly differ in the time-scale required to harvest expendable results. Some problems are virtually ready to be submitted to an HPC facility while others require more time to find a formal definition and identify a rigorous solution strategy. In terms of "HPC-readiness" the most tractable problems are probably those related with model (re)construction, parameter estimation, and with parallel computation of multiple individuals with integration of the results. Data structures and efficient algorithms already exist for these procedures and what is often needed is just more computing power. In the case of generation of biochemical networks from genomes, the required data are already stored, formatted and retrievable in a usable way, while tested numerical approaches are regularly used to build the interactome from the extracted information. The refinement of firstdraft reconstructions through text-mining is also an established procedure, although computationally demanding, and is easy by its very nature to be parallelized.
To deal with the lack of knowledge about the values of the system parameters there are two main numerical approaches. One consists of making an estimation of the parameters based on the known outcome of the system under specific conditions. There is an abundance of algorithms that address this problem but the computing power needed increases very rapidly with the number of independent parameters. There is great interest in using HPC for this type of parameter estimation as this represents an important step for bridging the gap between biochemical reconstructions and fully characterized kinetic models. The second approach consists of exploring the region of the parameter space that is compliant with the known outcome of the system. In this case Monte-Carlo sampling is commonly used to gain a probabilistic insight of some relevant system properties such as sensitivity coefficients [30] [31] [32] . Although random sampling can often get away with the combinatorial explosion of a systematic parameter screening without compromising prediction accuracy, its application to genome-wide networks or even multi-scale models is likely to greatly benefit from HPC resources. The very nonlinearity of the relevant networks that causes functional emergence, may not be captured by low-density parameter sampling. Hence HPC for higher density sampling would be beneficial.
Another way to deal with the unknown quantities of a system is to explore the range of its possible outcomes within the topological restrictions imposed by the underlying network. This is what constraint based modelling techniques, such as FBA or flux variability analysis (FVA), are commonly used for. A problem of interest in FBA is to assess the effect that multiple gene-knockouts have on the network's capability to perform specific biological functions. For this kind of study a systematic gene-knockout screening is preferable to a random sampling approach, making the problem combinatorial. For multiple knockouts involving n genes the number of FBA runs (1 for each resulting model) is (#Genes) n . In the case of triple knockouts on recon2, the most comprehensive reconstruction of human cells metabolism [33] today available, the number of FBA runs is (2194) 3 = 1 Â 10 10 , making the problem complex enough to require HPC resources.
The integration of models characterised by processes operating at different spatio-temporal or organizational scales is a problem of different nature. In general, integrating different models (regardless of the scale of the underlying system), requires a standardized approach to make their inputs and outputs "talk" with each other. Unfortunately different models are very often characterized by different degrees of detail, making this task not trivial. Algorithms to identify conjunction points that allow for the best juxtaposition (with minimal, if at all, loss of information due to the less detailed model) have to be formalized and put in place. Other issues are related to the harmonization of the units and the consistency of some parameters such as thermodynamic constants or kinetic constants being restricted by those. A more readyto-use approach consists of simulating a culture or a tissue at a cellular level. An ODE model would be created to describe the different cellular functions. This would then be replicated to obtain the number of cells that one wants to consider. In this case the models would be identical (apart from some variability in the value of parameters and initial conditions) and they can be easily integrated to study the system dynamics at a supra-cellular level. For a cell model of only 10 ODEs (hence only capturing the basic cellular functions) and a system of a million cells, the number of ODEs to be solved is already big enough to justify the use of HPC. More detailed cellular models are already available and the tendency is to go towards genome-scale kinetic models, e.g., for the application of individualized medicine. This leads to a degree of complexity that makes the use of supercomputers not only beneficial but essential.
Another aspect to be considered is that there exist already a number of well-established software packages designed to perform a wide range of analyses relevant to Computational Systems Biology. An example is provided by Copasi. A possible area of interest is to enable these programs to take full advantage of HPC by writing their procedures in ways that allow for parallelization. Copasi has been already expanded to some extent in that direction. It currently allows user to run simulations on the Condor High Throughput Computing environment [34] . More work may be undertaken to make it available on other HPC environments such as Tianhe-2.
Promoting UK-China collaborations
To initiate the collaboration between UK and China, the different partners agreed to write project proposals involving aspects of Computational Systems Biology that are readily transferable to a high-performance computing environment. Two of such projects, involving FBA and systematic screening of gene-knockouts, have been already discussed in the previous section. UK postdoctoral research associates will also be visiting the National University of Defence Technology in Changsha, China, to familiarize themselves with the facilities and the research staff. These visits would provide a concrete chance to use Tianhe-2 hands-on.
Further, educational relations will be established by sending students from UK to China and vice versa and promoting the co-authorship of publications on HPC and Systems Biology.
Periodic workshops will also be organized to keep the different partners updated on the current activities and future plans of the SupraBiology community.
